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Bishop Patterson Elected To Top COGIC Post
Memphian Will Serve
As Presiding Bishop

Delta Airline Worker
Slain In Cafe Fracas

Delegates to the General at Gates, Tenn., in 1936.
The pastor of Pentecostal
Assembly of the Church of
God in Chris elected Bishop Temple Church of God in
J. 0. Patterson, Sr., to the Christ, he was consecrated to
office of Presiding Bishop at the bishopric in 1955 and asA 33-year-old Delta Airline ' When he stood back up he his pocket, but he told police
the close of the 61st General signed to the Second Jurisdicemployee, who was promoted picked up the can to use it later that be had pulled the
Assembly of the Denomina- tion of Tennessee by the late
to a new job last Saturday, for an ashtray, discovered that gun before firing it.
tion. The convocation began Senior Bishop C. H. Mason.
Nov. 5 and closed out last . During the years before
was shot to death early Sun- it was not empty and put it
Mr. Lewis had been a porhis death in 1961, Bishop
Friday, Nov. 15.
day morning at the Delisa back down.
ter for Delta Air Lines until
Bishop Patterson was elect- Mason created the Executive
Night Spot on Bellevue after a "Eddie told him that the beer last Saturday when he was
ed for a four year term, along I Committee to assist him in the
brief argument with another belonged to him, and that he promoted to freight house
,
iseamosesiemee
with 11 other bishops from I administrative affairs of the
had no business bothering it,"
patron,
agent for the same line. He
the eountry to lead! church, and Bishop Patterson
across
explained.
Carter
Mr.
B.
was
Eddie
The victim
served in the Army for six
the three- million mem ber de- 1 served as the member-secreLewis of 2023 Warren ave., After Abston replied that the years and was discharged in
nomination foundedby his late tary.
married and the father of can had no one's name on it, 1959.
After the death of Bishop
man
a
, the late Bishop
father-in-law
explained,
Carter
two small children. Arrested Mr.
Mason, the Executive CornCharles H. Mason.
later and charged with murder who had been with Abston
Relatives said that funeral
Bishop J. S. Bailey of Detroiti mittee became the Executive
was Fred L. Abston, 22, of 2594 earlier rejoined him and be- arrangements would be made
was
elected tirst vice presid- Board of the church and Bishgan arguing with them.
Sparks.
after other relatives arrived
and Bishop S. M.;0P Patterson continn•d
bishop
ing
Abston then fired a small here from New York City and
Quinton Carter of 1858 Ferof
Los Angeles was as its secretary. In addition
Crouch
Lewis,
Mr.
at
pistol
Mr.
caliber
Lewis
with
who
was
ber,
Washington, D. C.
second vice pre-' to these duties, he served as
the
to
named
at the time that he was killed, striking him in the right upgeneral s e retary of the
post.
bishop
siding
He is survived by his wife,
said, "Eddie had a little beer per chest.
to church, member of the board
named
nine
bishops
Other
a
Lewis;
Mae
Pearlie
Mrs.
:5
‘
so
quickfired
shot
was
left in his can and was drink- The
assist in the leadership of the of directors, Pastor of the
ing from a glass when Ab- ly that it was at first believed son, Leo Lewis, five; and a
of God in Christ were 1.600-member Penteco stal
Church
ston came by and dropped some that Abston pulled the trigger daughter, Electra Lewis, 21
J. S. Bailey left, first
Church of God in Christ, is
COGIC BISHOPS—
TOP
0. M. Kelly, New Temple and manager of the
Bishops
months.
still
in
was
while the pistol
change on the floor.
vice presiding bishop, and
flanked here with the two
York; Wyoming Wells, North publishing house of the Church
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr.,
Bishop S.M Crouch, sec- Carolina; Louis Ford, ones_ of God in Christ.
vice presiding bishops of
Victory Funeral Home is in
presiding bishop of the
ond vice presiding bishop. go, Ill. D. L. Williams, eir. The
Paterson
Bishop
,
ridingbishop'
s
he mnresw
denomination
the
member
the
million
funeral.
charge of
thtree
Deborah
ginia; J. W. White, Louisia- wile,
Mr. Lewis's death was the
na; C. E. Bennett, Louisiana; is the daughter of the late
73rd homicide for the year as
Bishop Charles H.
F. D. Washington. New York; Senior
as compared to 65 for the same i Ball W
J. D
H usband, Atlanta, Mason, Sr.
They are the parents of
period in 1967. Some 74 per.I
Ga., and J. A. Blake, Califorweathers
were
sons
last
murdered
State Senator J. 0. Patterson,
nia.
diis
and Miss Rogers
year.
W. C. (Bill) Weathers, man-, area is S25,000. Assisting him tions
A native of Derma, Miss,,I Jr., a member of the Memphis
the Miss UNCF contest
A new precedent was set prosecution of the detainer
Patter:ion, 56, received City Council and an attorney,
of Oates Manor in North as co-chairman is Edwin Dal- recting
Bishop
ager
in
Abston appeared
City
the college campus. Mrs. his theological training at and Miss Janet Patterson a
in Memphis when Mrs. Eliza- warrant. 2) That the landlord
Memphis and well known in strom, chairman of the Le- on
geneeffective
beth Hayes, of 1161 Texas St. has no adequate remedy at Court on Monday morning church and civic affairs, has Moyne-Owen College board of Weathers is an
Howe School of Religion in junior at Fisk University in
ral worker for the Fund, and Memphis, which was a fore- Nashville.
withheld rent from her laud- law, or otherwise, for the and was ordered to be held accepted the chairmanship of trustees.
lord Thomas B. Moore—to pro- harm and damage done or without bond.
Working closely with Mr. Miss Laws is in charge of the runner of Owen College.
Bishop Patterson holds honthe 1968 campaign for the
made
have
who
and Mr. Dalstrom Co-Ettes
Weathers
test the "deplorable condi- threatened to be done by the
Fund.
College
to the orary doctor of divinity and
He
was
ordained
United Negro
tions" of her home.
are George W. Cox. principal UNCF their annual project.
- 35 by Bishop A. doctor of laws degrees from
ministry in 6
defendant as a result of the
The annual drive is already
"We are very fortunate to B. McEwen, and began pastor- Trinity Hall College and SemiWalker Avenue Elementary
of
"This was the first such rent detainer warrant and 3) That
continue
underway and will
as
serve
Weathers
School: R. J. Roddy, super- have Mr.
ing a church of eight members nary.
strike held in Memphis," said irreparable harm and damage
through December.
intendent of building and chairman of the UNCF camW. Otis Higgs, attorney for and injury will follow and be
Mr. Weathers said the goal
grounds at LeMoyne—Owen; paign," President Hollis F.
Mrs. Hayes. The rent strike done to t he complainant
for the Fund in the Memphis
Miss Naomi Gordon, retired Price of LeMoyne—Owen said.
Higgs
Attorney
by
started
unless the acts and conduct of
of Universal Life; Miss "He will make an excelstaffer
said, after Mr. Moore the land- the defendant above complained
rs, president lent leader."
Frankte C.
lord of 520 Cherry Road, re- of are enjoined.
Mr. Weathers,1 who .residea
Club at
''''Pre-rnni
the
of
premises
to
the
fused
make
Court
Chancery
the
Al
his family at 666 Pontowith
Erma
Miss
en;
LeMoyne—Ow
habitable, safe, and free from hearing both parties, thru
a member of First
is
toc,
Co-Ettes,
the
to
advisor
Laws,
rodents and vermin and be- their
r e s eective attorneys
a Baptist Church (Chelsea) and
Weathers,
L.
Ann
Mrs.
and
refused
had
Moore
Mr.
cause
agreed on a four point solu- Avery Chapel AME Church
member of the Kansas Street on the Abe Scharff YMCA
many orders and directives
tion. 1) That Mr. Moore dis- will hold its Harvest Homeboard of management. He is
Elementary School faculty.
from the Memphis Housing miss the e viction order!
with preof the an Elk and a Mason and
chairman
celebration
is
coming
Cox
Mr.
necessary
make
to
inspector
against Mrs. Hayes, and that
activities
City School Teachers Division is the founder and a past
repairs and comply with the she not be subjected to appear Thanksgiving Day
24.
Nov.
and Mr. Roddy is supervising president of The Memphians,
on Sunday,
city ordinance.
in city court. 2) That he disCounty School Teachers Inc.
the
the
obtain
to
effort
In an
miss the forcible entry and Thanksgiving baskets will be
He is a graduate of Natchez
Miss Gordon is in
Division.
rent held by Mrs. Hayes, Mr. detainer warfant 3) That Mr. prepared and delivered to poor
College.
Junior
organizaand
clubs
of
charge
Moore took out an eviction Moore fix and repair the families in the community,
evicthe
counteract
notice. To
house owned by him and oc- and the public is urged to suption notice Attorney Higgs cupied by Mrs. Hayes. and port the effort. A ten-dollar
took out a warrant for Mr. 4) That Mrs. Hayes pay all donation will buy the items
Moore's arrest on the grounds future rentals into the clerk needed for one basket.
that the lancilord had violated and registry of the court ,
certain sections of the Mem- until the defendant presents a Baskets will be attractively,
Two men are arrested in the site of a shootout between
prepared and labeled with
phis housingcode.
certificate showing all imPipes,
police and occupants of a truck marked "Black Panthers
.1.
William
or
his,
Sgt.
name,
Marine
the donor's
In order to get Mr. Moore provements made.
Community News Service." Three policemen were wounded
church's name, and delivered Jr.. 26, son of Mr. and Mrs.
to make the improvements on
The improvements asked for to the one listed by the giver. William Pipes of 555 Carpenter
Will the present city admin- am pleased, because this has in the fracas. This was another instance of violence bethe property occupied by Mrs.
reare
Hayes
Mrs.
by
his
awarded
was
be able to carry out set a new precedent. It shows tween police and Black Panthers in the San Francisco Bay
Memphis,
istration
furnish
St.,
Family Service will
Hayes and stop the eviction
on the
can be sensible negotia- area.
Higgs placement of all sills
the names of other needy second Purple Heart Medal its duties in a fair and humane there
Attorney
procedure,
bad flooring families.
all
if kept in proper perporch,
tion,
Sanitation
front
the
the
at
Are
ceremonies
manner?
in
recently
permafor
filed an original bill
and painting of
spective."
porch
the
Depot
on
1
products
Recruit
strikes
Corps
Hospital
and
Marine
nent injunction. The bill asked
Mrs. Gussie P. Young is at Parris Island, S. C., for of the past administration
the house.
He continued, "I am very
the Chancery Court to enjoin '
HomeHarvest
of
chairman
adcompresent
the
to
we can restore back
during
down
happy
rewill
also
be
handed
sustained
Moore
Mr.
wounds
evicting
the landlord from
Nellie Counts
quired to replace all falling coming and Mrs.
bat In Vietnam. He entered the ministration? What is the fu- to the community a health
Mrs. Hayes.
plaster, co-chairman.
ture of the city of Memphis? service which is so badly needceiling
service in July 1962.
Mrs. Hayes through her walls and
shower
or
Will her image continue to ed and one that renders servtub
a
provide
also
pastor
Chanis
the
Peace
Rev. Miller
attorney asked that
ice to 90 per cent of the comdeteriorate or will it grow?
and
facilities
basin
cery Court do three things, and wash
of the church.
•
One responsible source in munity."
1) To enjoin the defendant's for hot water.
most
"Bethe
said.
what
asked
government
When
city
cause of the Mayor's one-sid- difficult phase of negotiations
Netters said,
edness and because he is un- was, R e v
able to look into the future, it "The night after the settlement
is going to be very difficult . . .when Mayor Loeb threw
for city government to pro- the union off guard. NegotiaA barrage of bullets erupted.
By WILEY MALONEY
gress. City government could tions got hung up on the same
According to police, at least
great things but with the point, how the workers would
do
RepState
Taylor,
James I.
S A N FRANCISCO (UPI) one of the Negroes fired, and
presentMayor it will be im- return to work!.
resentative-elect from District
Three police were wounded the three wounded men ap—
we
as
grow
really
to
Netters
possible
Rev.
to
According
Five, has announced a meeting should."
in a shootout with parently never fired b a c k.
yesterday
it would take some 15 days
for his constituents to be
accused of flee- None of the Negroes was
Negroes
"City
eight
The source continued,
from the time of settlement
held in the Tree of Life Bap- government is big business; to
a holdup in a panel truck wounded.
ing
be
to
workers
the
all
for
tist Church at 407 E. McLe— be in big business, one must
Panther A police lieutenant, Dermott
absorbed into t h e hospital emblazoned "Black
more ave., on Tuesday night, be able to look into time future.
Creedon, was shot in the chest,
also said the Community News Service."
He
complex.
Dec. 10, at 7:30.
One must be able to act now negotiation memorandum will The officers were shot after' and a sergeant, Robert Flynn,
Diswithin
living
All pecple
for future progress, the Mayor serve as the agenda for meet- they stopped the truck a block was shot in the groin.
trict Five, he said, are invited'is not capable of taking such ing between the union and
headquarters. Three men, identified as Wilp o lice
from
to attend
forward steps—I see little city.
Three of the Black Panthers liam Brent, 47, and Wilford
would
they
what
inform him of
hope for our uew city governAsked about the role of jumped from the vehicle and H. Holiday, 35, both of Oaklike for the new Tennessee! ment."
negotiating team, which opened fire, according to po- land, and Samuel Napier, 30,
the
Legislature to do for them
During the sanitation strike included Councilman Netters, lice.
San Francisco, jumped from
desires'
and to express their
the city's main negotiation Hollis Price, and Dr. Charles The eight Negroes, including the truck.
OD legislature which is pending. problem was dues check-off. Dinkins, Rev. Netters said,
one who listed his occupation Flynn was shot in the abdoMr. Taylor said he will re-i The person who had a great "It would have been difficult
as "Black Panther," surrend- men, the bullet piercing his
veal bills he expects to spon- band in finding the solution for us to enter into the strike
as scores of police rushed liver. Creedon was struck in
sor when the Legislature goesl to the problem was Councilman as officials, rather we entered ered
scene. None of the sus- the lower abdomen and the
the
to
those
give
the
Into session and
James Netters who broke
as concerned citizens.
hit in the exchange left leg.
was
pects
present an opportunity to state stalemate reached during the
GOOD FAITH GESTURE — of shots.
Another squad car carrying
matters.
hospitals
walk-out.
the
on
position
their
Many observers felt the city The officers halted the panel three officers arrived and inthe
Rev.
attend
In a recent interview,
"From those who
government showed good faith,'truck in front of a fire station spector
Michael
O'Mahoney
It. The Chancery CAburt meeting, a legislative advisory Netters, who engineered the when Odell Horton, Director
this residence will have to
HOME WILL BE FIXED
from police head- was shot in the hand. But ofblock
a
and
check-)
dues
of
method
appointed,
accepted
be
will
Chairprecedent committee
of Hospitals Council
ruling set a
be repaired, painted and
—As a result of a rent
quarters as the possible get- ficer William McCool managed
for sub-standard housing so all District Five residents off for city employees eval- man Downing Pryor, Councilfacilities for hot water be
strike by Mrs. Elizabeth
away vehicle in an $80 gas sta- to reach the back of the truck
union's
city
and
the
Mr.
uated
present,"
be
to
urged
are
ownin Memphis.
provided before the
Hayes, standing on the
(See Page 2)
holdup.
'tion
See
Page
2
"I
negotiations,
of
reopening
Taylor said.
er can collect rest paid on
porch at 1161 Texas Street,

Precedent Established
In Rent Strike Ruling

Leads 1968 UNCF Campaign

Avery To Give
Thanksgiving
Baskets Sunday

3

Questions Are Raised
As Strike Is Settled

'Frisco Police,

Constituents
Of Rep. Taylor
Will Assemble

3 Cops Wounded

Attend Elks' 30th Annual Blues Bowl Game In Crump Stadium
Friday Night. Nov. 22-- Kick-Off 7:45
S
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,Harold Whalum Gets
Post At TV Station

1Continued from Page 1)

V it is right that some
at miss money for
man J a n e s
I.
Netters
OiSlif Wits, then it
and Mrs u‘...eu Ay-Numb aad is
Harold J. Whalum, Memphis Goodwill Fund, Citizens Asonly right that ail employs,v T sicuonts, members of
and civic leader, sociation of Memphis, Chronic
businessman
ees on night shifts receive it,
the council's hospital coterolL THE =OEM POINT
has named community relations, Disease Advisory Committee,
WAS
tee, located
receiving line to PAY BASED ON LONGEVITY.
director of WREC-AM-FM-TV.,Goodwill Boys, Club, biemgreet **turning leaden.
The announcement was made phis Committee on Community,
It has been reported that some
Mat belsiltal dill faces a kw workers have worked fifteen
by Charles B. Brakefield.1 Relations and Memphis Park
president and general manager I Commission.
embalms, charity vases nor- and XI years and received no
Mr. Whalum is also a memmally treated at -John Gaston more money than the latest
of the WREC stations.
since the walkout began are person hired In one stateMr. Brakefield said that ber of the Catholic Human Re-'
now being beaded by private ment released the union seld
he was creating the community lations C o uncil, Tennessee
bospitak. Two city hospitals "Dedication and experience
relations department to estab- Human R e 1 ations Council,
mime dosed so medical serv- over a long period of time, is
lish an active avenue of com.I National Association for the
ices could be coseentrated at worth a great deal, and some
munications among all seg- Advancement of Colored peoGaston. The hospitals closed form of longevity pay or anments of the Memphis corn- pie, Congress of Racial Equawere E. R. Crump and William nual increment is no more
Illy, Memphis Better Schools
m unity-.
F.-Bowld.
em phis Life
than just.
He cited Mr. Whalum's active Committee, M
The American Federation The third point, and the- one
participation in Memphis buial Underwriters Association and
of State, Count/ and Muni- the union feit deserved little
Alpha Fraternity.
fleas and civic organizations at Alpha Phi
cipal Employees issued a state- attention was A GENERAL
Mason
and a Shriner.i
is
a
tibiae
to
factor
the motivating
ment last week in which they INCREASE FOR ALL EMappointment to the coitimunity r
expressed, concern about the PLOYEES. Mr. Epps said in
relations post.
opening of city hospitals. a recent interview, "We fail BISHOP MID FAMILY —
of the church, and his son,
ro
e
Memphis.
was boH
Mr. Whalum, 39,
"Since the original plan for re- to understand why the City of Delegates to the list anState Senator J, 0. Patter. and reared in
opening was developed by the Memphis has not and will not nual Cenvecadon of the
son, Jr., a Memphis City received his bachelor of arts
medical staff of the University now, pay us at least as well Church of God in Christ's
Councilman. Behind Bishop degree from Morehouse Col
Col--: ....i A.,
i
observed
of Tennessee, their actions at as the employees of other hosPatterson is Bishop Lewis I lege in Atlanta and his masters' ci.en.., ..,ay will be
General Assembly elected
Baptist
this point raise a number of pitals in the City. Mr. Epps
Temple
Gospel
at
Ford
of
Chicago.
Bishop .1. 0. Patterson, Sr.
degree from Atlanta Univerr
Manassas
questions as to their precise related the hospital strike to
N.
IOW
at.
Church
to the office
presiding
sity. He has studied also at the
intent, with reference to the the Frayser Turnkey housing
and St., next Sunday, Nov. 24, and,
of
Iowa
— Universities
total hospital complex. Based' project when he said, "If the
the guest speaker for the pro-,
,Tenoessee.
upon our knowledge of the sit- city can committ itself to the
be the
Mr. Whalum is president and,gram at 3:30 p.m., will
uation, there is no apparent expenses involved in turning
Rev. H. 0. Kneeland, pastor
direcmember
of
the
board
of
reason why full capacity serv- down the Frayser Turnkey
tor of the Union Protective!of the Union Grove Baptist
iceeennot be restored, includ- housing project, it can also
Life Insurance Company and Church. The public is invited.
ing immediate re-opening of find money for its hospital
Whalum's Arithme- The special Friends Day
operates
the Emergency Room at the employees."
program will precede by one
tic and IBM School.
John Gaston Hospital.
Fourth on the list of grievanweek the Women's Day proHe
is
a
member
of
the
boards
Credit • for re-opening of ne- ces was a CHANGE IN THE
gram at Gospel Tempi e,
Chamber'
of
Memphis
Area
gotiations has be given to PAY PERIODS, TO THE 7TH GREENSBORO, N. C. — Two the University of North Caro- parents of sons, Henry,
of Commerce, Memphis Urban which will be obserbed on SunJesse Epps, representative of AND 22ND OF EACH MONTH, candidates,
both
graduates lina.
day, Dec. 1.
9 and Harlan, 7.
the American Federation of, because the Police Department, of A&T State University, score In 1963 he was named assis- Atty. Alexander, also a native League, Family Service of Mrs. Brucie Pastel' is chair- ,PLUS— Bobby
State, County and Municipal, Fire Department and the victories in hotly contested tant attorney for the U. S. of North Carolina, graduated Memphis, Memphis chapter of
man of Friends Day, and Mrs.ladm. This Program:
Employees Union; The Media- Public Works Department, all general elections in North Caro- Middle District Court, a posi- from A&T and was the first the March of Dimes, MemCHILD.
Elsie Stallworth co-chairman. ADULTS $1.00
Nationali
phis
chapter
of
the
tion Team, which included, receive their wages twice a lina.
tion he held for nearly two Negro woman to earn a law Council on Alcoholism, WDIA.Rev. Neasbie Alston pastor.
Councilman James Netters, month.
Atty. Henry E. Frye, a years. Since leaving the post, degree from the Columbia
Dr. Hollis Price and Dr. Charles Social Security was fifth former assistant United States he has had a provate law prac- University School of Law. She
Dinkins and Charles Odell on the list. Epps said in regard Attorney and a former law tice in Greensboro.
has taught school in North and
Horton.
to Social Security, it means professor at North Carolina' Atty. Frye is married to the South Carolina and is curJessie
Epps
During the strike
much more to low-paid persons College, placed third in a field former Shirley Taylor of Fre- rently partner in a law firm
repeatedly called for a return to have a Social Security of 12 candidates for the six mont, N. C. They are the in Greensboro.
t o negotiations
while t h e than to be involved in the seats in the N. C. House of
city took the "hard nosed , City's Pension plan.
Representatives.
stand," it took in the sanixxiu
The sixth point was posting
sheddail,r$e,ourbigtation strike. The seven points. of promotions, with hospital the first black man to serve in
egge & Knott supermerket for
the hospital employees asked employees being given first the House since Reconstruction.,
wrrimum freshness.
for was A NIGHT SHIFT DIF- priority in applying for them. Mrs. Elreta Melton Alexan401WAIUMM
FERENTIAL FOR ALL EM.. The seventh and last point, der, a practicing attorney in
PLOYEES. The union said was a workable grievance pro- Greensboro, won a judgeship:
that all employees on the night ceedure, The union has said in one of Guilford County's1
4‘8i11-1tXtrlittli4
.;
0
Hogue &
shifts deserve a differential that the Hospital has repeatedly six new district courts. Ar
(Continued from Page 1)
know anything had happened
in their pay. The Union argu- broken faith with the Union." Republican. Judge Alexander
Hamlwrger
until policemen swooped down
-placed third in an 11-way and slam the door on five of on the place. No one heard any
,
or Hot Bog
the suspects.
contest.
shots and our first notice came
Although both winners were Another officer, John Hani- from
listening to the police rathe beneficiaries of the im- fan, fired several shots at the dio."
portant Negro vote, both also Negroes before massive reingot impressive support from forcements arrived and the The truck bore numerous
Black Panther slogans and sevthe white communitiies.
suspects surrendered.
"I received a much broader Flynn was listed in poor con- eral posters picturing the milisupport than I expected an& dition, while Creedon was sat- tant leader Eldridge Cleaver.
The Melrose High School the pages of Esquire Magazine.'for this I am very grateful," isfactory at a city hospital.
Band Boosters Club will pre- Of special interest to the'said Frye, when notified of O'Mahoney was treated and
sent its first annual Panora- younger set will be a scene his victory. "This may be an released.
ma of Fashions next Sunday, entitled, "This Mad, Mod World indication that eventually per-,
The suspects, six adults and
Nov. 24, at 5 p.m., in the of Fashions," featuring young, sons can be elected to public'two
juveniles, were charged
office in North Carolina withschool's auditorium, and the campus queens and cuties.
with robbery and asiautiosawith
Hogue & Knott
race."
out
regard
to
public is urged to support the
B;g I
Sandwich Loaf
In winning his seat, Frye intent to murder. ,
project.
A fireman reported: "We
polled
more
votes,
a
than
33,880
Tickets for the affair will be
were all inside the firehouse
on sale for a dollar at the Members of the Fashion shade behind the top runner with the
doors shut and didn't
door, and proceeds from the Show committee are Mrs. C. W. Phillips. Atty. Alexander —
-drew
26,673
votes
in
gaining
7
z & Knott
Thelma
ColeMolly
Mrs.
Long,
fashion show will be used to
her
judgeship.
Highest
votes12 Pacimeqe
buy uniforms for the 100-piece man, Mrs. Rose Jackson, Mrs.
Thema Payton, Mrs. Rubye getter was Judge Byron
band.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Some of the city's leading Rollins, Mrs. Corine H u 11, Haworth with 29,046.
SNOW FRESH BABY
A native of Ellerbe, N. C.,
fashion models will show their Jacqueline Knight, and Mrs.
Frye earned an undnergraduate
of
Madlock,
president
Carrie
personal wardr obes, and
degree at AT in 1953, then
originals from Urns of Mem- the Belrose High School Band served as an officer in the
12 01 POLY bag
phis and Jean's Apparel will Boosters Club.
United States Air Force. He
CROCKET FARM
be displayed.
R. J. McLemore is band di- earned his law degree from
Also to be modeled are rector, and Floyd Campbell
fashions for men as seen in principal of the school.

=

Gospel Temple
Plans Friends Day

wo A&T Grads Win
Posts

rhOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BONS, ROLLS

are your very best buy in Memphis!

L

Clash: 3 Cops Wounded

Melrose Band Boosters
Plan A Fashion Show

BUNS
8p to 254

Save.a bundle!

274
BREAD
BROWN 'NI SERVE 27
Lima Beans
29$

BUTTER
BEANS

Elderly Will Find Jobs
At Neighborhood Store
A neighborhood store which such stores, clothing for chilsells used clothing and items dren and grownups, as well
of furniture has opened at as odds and ends of furni912 Mississippi blvd., near the ture and applamces," Mr.
corner of Williams st.. a n d Ballantine said.
the owner, Mrs. Nellie Bal- At the present time she is
tontine, says patronage will being assisted in the store
mean more jobs for the elder- by Mrs. Roberta Clark and
Henry Norton.
ly.
This is a new business, and "But the more cooperation
it will mean an added income we receive, the more elderly
for those with low income and citizens we will be able to
those with no income who are give jobs." she stated.
not old enough to qualify for Articles of clothing and other
government assistance." she items of merchandise are accepted for resale and will be
explained.
"We have the same kind picked up. Mrs. Ballantine's
of items one usually finds in phone number is 526-0176.

ANN ARBOR, Mich. —(UPI)
— There will be only one way
to see Saturday's jilig Ten
championship clash between
and Ohio State.
Michigan
that's to be at Columbus, Ohio
in person.
Don Canham, University of
Michigan a t hletic director,
announced Monday "there definitely will be no live television.
"We knew that when the
first four votes came in,"
said Michigan's new athletic'
director.
"We had to have seven in
favor and the first four
votes killed it,'' he said. If
seven Big Ten athletic directors had been in favor,'
NCAA would then have to have
been asked to get the game on.

Young man,
what's the
easiest way to
Las Vegas?

12

oz. Poly

Bag .

290

FREZZER QUEEN

MAIN DISHES
Prepa-ed sl'ced beef, chicken, turkey ,r salisbury stek

Wr HOW GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS....
SWANS DOWN

HOGUE & KNOTT pure Pork
CAKE
3 lb Bat 1.09
MIX all flavors Sausage
REAL MEATY SMOKED
19 oz box 250
HAM HOCKS 1b49$

That's
702 Country,
Ma'am. Dial
Long Distance
Direct.
Saves you up to
40%.

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

PORK

_LIVER
EVAP.3141/2
MILK lx. cans BREAST 0' OMEN
490 TUNA
tggx
CARNATION

'6I4

oz. Can 25*

FRUIT
SALAD
16 oz JAR 294
TURKEYS
Fresh

Toms 17
I bs &

CHARTER
OLD
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon

up 1b36$

Hens 12

lbs

NA

4118

CHICK -A SAW

BACON
490

7years old
The easiest way to get from here to there is
also your best bargain. Remember: you get low
station-to-station rates when you Dial Long
Distance Direct ... and you save up to 40%
over calling person-to-person. Full dialing
instructions are in the
®
front of your telephone
South Central Bell

bocalqicifareinerriber.

3384 N THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

F
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Horace Wallace Joins
Sales Staff At WDIA

49

LEAN & MEATY
lbs.

35

LI.

29c

USDA GRADE "A"

FRYERS

WHOLE lb

*ea iarkam am.

••• woo soft
,
177
I GREER11
/ PEACHES
4 2'/
oz. ca ns

99C

A veteran Memphis sales ex. he studied electronic engineerecutive, Horace W. Wallace, mg.
has been added to the staff
Mr. Wallace, who lives at 2363
Radio Stauon WDIA. The an- Bridgeport rd., became involved
nouncement was made recently in sales with the Fuller Pro[* A
C Williams, public reducts Company following a tour
lations director for the station. of duty with the U S
Army and
A native Memphian, Mr. Wal- moved back to Memphis in 1950
lace has been engaged in sales as sales manager for
the firm.'
'work for more than 20 years. Before entering
the field of
He attended Booker T. Wash- advertising early
this year,
ington High School and the Wallace
was assistant sales,
American Telephone Institute of supervisor
,for Fuller in the
Technology in Chicago where South.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace are the
parents of three daughters, Sylvia Delores Wallace, a I5-yearold junior at Hamilton High
School,
and
seven-year-old
twins, Carmen Maria and
Cheryl Anita Wallace, who attend the Alcy Road Seventh
Day Adventist School.
' He is a member of the Advertising Club of Memphis.
Commenting on the appointment of Mr. Wallace, Bert Ferguson, executive vice president
of the station said, "We are!
proud to have him with us at,
WDIA. An effective sales force
is essential to our success, and
Mr. Wallace will be a valuable
HORACE WALLACE
member of the staff."

Africans Won Freedom

OPEN HOUSE AT LAROSE — LaRose Elementary School celebrated
American Education Week
with an Open House on
Sunday, Nov. 10, and
among several events pre-

Jonathan

By Seizing Slave Ship

APPLES

"THE LONG BLACK
SCHOONER" by Emma Geldens Sterne is the story of a boatload of Negro captives bound
-

3

)

Ii

/PURE

PURPLE TOP

the United States.
St. Andrew AME Church hasi
begun a drive to raise 8500 There they underwent a long
struggle to win their freedom
for a life membership for the s
through the courts, and aided
I church in the NAACP.
!
• by the oratory of John Quincy
Adams, finally succeeded.
the
In an effort to raise
money for the membership,1 Cinque and his fellow Afrithe congregation is giving an cans were declared free men
NAACP Campaign Dinner fol-, in pre-Civil War America and
: lowing the morning service on were allowed to return to their
Sunday, Dec. 8, and will homeland.
serve a
complete turkey
Mrs. Sterne is a woman of
dinner for one dollar a plate, immense talent and passion. She
beginning at 12:30 p.m. It will is the author of over a score of
Include a complete dinner,
books, most of which are based
on socially significant historiMrs. Ethel J. Perkins is cal incidents from
every age.
chairman of the dinner, and.
Mrs. Martelle Lagrone ticket• It is with great pride that
chairman. Mrs. F. R. LaMarr Follett brings back THE LONG
BLACK SCHOONER to today's
is reporter.
young people. It is recommendRev. Elmer M. Martin is ed for children ages 10 years
pastor of the church.
.and up.

TURNIPS

A vital book from Detroit's
Shrine of the Black Madonna

N.
1

Pork
I Sausage 1 29 1
% SUPER RIGHT A & P FINEST
i
,Sh1OKED SAUSAGE(
\*„ 49c
3 slb

k

„

401.

I/

218S.
upot

1

The Black
--- Messiah

29c

its

Semi-Bousless
or Half HAM
NN
69c

1

LB

1`%*

4/41
?
JP°

•••• wale *ilk
•

11%k

SUGAR CURED
BREAKFAST
SLAB \
/ BACON CENTER
lb 49'
a/051

Students Win

Carpenter, Betty G. Brown,
Donna L. Hughes, Sherry
Laverne Greer, Vali Chrisdia
Sweet,
Barbriller
Ilampton, Lesyli Tomas,
Carolyn Tribbl e, Gene
Cumb.Y, Robert Keith Wil

hams, Paul A. Harris, Anthony Wayne Smith, Reginald Bosley. Edward Hobson, Derrick Sprouse and
Timothy Blown. (McChriston Phota

Church Names Welfare
Worker To Field Post

unable to naviChurch Announces gateButattheynight,weresince
Night Prizes
the position Culture
of the stars north of the equafirst Afro-American Cul- The first prize for individual
Drive For NAACP tor is different from that south TheNight
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Woodwas presented last vocal selection of classical or
of the equator. They were be- ture
trayed by their own captured Thursday night at the Greater folk music was won by Ed- row W. Carter. veteran Negro
Life Membership white helmsmen into landing in Middle Baptist Church at 621 ward Shelby of Douglass High child welfare administrator

s
‘

I.S.
T ArIG4.1*
4°4 .

for slavery in Cuba, who, under
the leadership of the African,
Cinque, seized the ship and
Douglass
headed towards the coast of
Africa.

sented were a skit entitled
"A Day in the LaRose Kindergarten."
Mrs. L. R.
Carr, back to camera at
center, is the teacher. Children taking part in the skit,
from left, are Venita Jo

CUT

I

BANANAS
„ 100
*elm am* 0111.1

41

by ALBERT B. CLEAGE,J R.
Dr. Cleage, of Detroit's Shrine of the Black
Madonna, combines in a unique fashion Christian
theology and Black Nationalism. These twenty
addresses are an integral part of his program to
transfer power to Black America."They are published," he observes, "in the hope that they may
help other black people find their way to the
historic Black Messiah, and at the request of many
black preachers."
16.50 at your bookstore, or from
SHEED az WARD
64 University Place, New York 10003

Buy U.S.
Bonds

Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
•
Deserves to be..
PHOTOGRAPHED'
in Natural Color...
5

for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1.500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770.Popfor Ave
3473 Summer Ave.
00 Summer Av..

PRICES EXPIRE SAT. NOVARD.

Lane, and prizes were award- School, with second prize in of New
York City who has
ed in a number of categories. that category going to Miss devoted much
of his adult life
Peggy Smith. also a student to the problems of
minority
The purpose of the program at Douglass.
young people, has been apwas to boost civic participation in cultural activities and
First prize in instrumental pointed a senior associate for
to raise funds for scholarships music was presented to Miss specialized field services on the
for worthy students. It was Linda
Herron of Douglass staff of the Executive Council
of the Episcopal Church.
sponsored by the Bluff City High School.
and Shelby County Council of
Winning first prize for indiCivic Clubs of which Frank L. vidual
selection
gospel Mr. Carter. on leave of abof
Kilpatrick is president.
music was Jackie Turner of sence from the New York City
Middle Baptist Church. First Department of Social Services,
prize for group selections was was appointed to his post by
won by the Douglass Trouba, the Rt. Rev. John E. Hines,
dours of Douglass High School. Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church.
In the poetry division, first
prize was won by Miss Regina He will serve, it was anBennett of Friendship Baptist nounced this week as
an asChurch and second prize by sociate of Mrs. Robert
Webb,
Miss- Helen Sellers of Ford director of the Church's
newly
Road Elementary School.
WOODROW CARTER
created section for ExperimenFirst prize for dramatic art tal and Specialized Services, a
was won by Leon Murphy of program devoted primarily to out programs which they beLeMoyne—Owen College.
the development of church pro- lieve to be important for the
Judges for the contest in- grams of action in society and future of the Church in the
cluded Larry Turner, 0. T. ministries to special groups. world."
Peeples. Mrs. Mattie Anderson.
Mrs. Joyce Walton. George "The appointment of Mr. She emphasized that these
Bogsby, Santee Gholston and Carter." Mrs. Webb said. "will programs are "their- programs
Nesby Blanc-hard.
strengthen the ability of Ex- and not "ours." and stressed
Serving as co-chairmen for ecutive Council to offer mature, the importance of local developAfro-American Talent Night professional counsultant serv- ment and administration of
were Noah Bond and Dr. John ices in helping Dioceses and social welfare programs by the
E. Jordan.
other Church agencies to carry Church with the national
Church limiting itself to providLADY CARRIER — Gail Marie
ing professional and financial
Robinson, a sixth grade stuassistance.
dent at Riverview Elementary
Special attention, she said,
School, has been delivering
the Tri-State Defender for the
will be given by Mr. Carter
past three years. She is the
to prOblems of minority chilgranddaughter of Mr. a n d
dren, the protection of the
Mrs. Will Brown of 130 W.
rights of children and their
Norwood.
parents and the development
The Qualiy Remains ...
of community services for
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
families.

GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING AL BUM ORDER WIT

Continental Photographers
236 So. Danny Thomas

Phone 5264391

Mr. Carter received a
bachelor's degree from Howard
University and a master's in
social work from Hunter College, New York. He also attended the University of Michigan and American University.

You'll wear Stacy-A(1=R shoes
for years—knowing they're the
finest you can
Fine handcraftsmanship. .tich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. .. assure you
instant and everlasting comfort—
plus smart oral looks that'll carry
3-ou through many seasons-

30/60

1

DAY CHARGE
LEO KING
6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE
Bitick
blucher,rubber herA, 12
white sole stitching, biat-pol'siied

For the past three years he
has been an area administrator
in the Bureau of Child Welfare, city of New York. and for
nine years before that he
was case worker and later a
supervisor in the Bureau of
Child Welfare.

He has been active in his
own home Parish at the Chapel
of the Intercession, New
York.
• City, a chapel of Trinity
Parish,z
where he has been a leader
of
'young adults.

•

He has organized and led
many Church seminars
and
conferences on the problermil;..
of youth and in 1965 served
itg the U. S. representative
at a
youth conference in
Canada
sponsored by the Canadian go44
ernment and the Mae.
Church of Canada.
_

43:
4.14
)1CP-3°

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS -RATS
Licensed and Beaded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVI"

H THIC AD.

33371
:
11
BEASLEY'JONES.RAOLAND

U SOVTII NUM STRUT

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA 7-6033.
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Memphis Girl
Named To Who's
Who At Fisk U.

f o r eign

languages

major, Miss Walker's name
will appear in the 1968 edition,
•'Who's Who Among Stu-1
dents in American Universities - and Colleges," a listing of
the campus leaders from more
Ihi,n 1 000 of the nation's instituPols of higher learning

in

extini t.ri icular

•

a Ii- 1

A senior at Fisk Uoiversity ties and future potential ale
in Nashville, ‘A hei e she is a decidedly
abu‘e average

EAST MEMPHIS
NEW FORD CAR & TRUCK HDIPTRS.

GOOD NEIGHBORS —
Making plans for their annual fall project, a program of speech and music
to be given on Friday
night, Dec. 13, at the Mt.

NOBODY Walks Away!
NEW CAR TRADE-INS

'67 Merc. $2395 '67 FL 500 51895
Cougar factory air, Y-11,
power steering. Cruise-0Matic. white side wall
tires, and wheel covers.
17.0121 actual miles.

2-door hardtop. V-S, automatic, radio. white aide
wall tires and wheel carers.

'67 Chev.. $2395 '65 LTD.. $1595
Super sport convertible,
bucket seats, power, factory air, automatic, white
side well tires, and wheel
covers.

'64 FL 500 $1195

2 door hardtop. V.E. automatic. radio. factory
air, vinyl top. white side
wall tires and wheel cov-

ers.

'64 Olds. . $1295
4 door harri•lp. full'.
loaded with r,,-,wer: a:c

sport coupe, bucket seats. and all the G,,,ri!es
...Dry air, power V-S.
,art -0 -Matte, wheel
.s and white ffid•
wk. tires.

'66 Men. $1795
Mnntriarr
i'setery
rscos-r
mat, schlre
tires and arl.er c,wers

Gal'xie $1695
son 2
'66 Must $1445 '66
3 door hardtop 4 cylinder.

door )-.aritop V-S
Cruise - factory
air. radio, wh'te Alla Wall
tires and v-l-e•I cervers

NOBODY Walks Away!

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER

at

HOLLYWOOD

Open Mites TN 9 P.M.

Church elor of divinity degree and also
St. John
Vance will continue its Cen- received his master of arts detennial Year services next Sun• gree from the Howard Univerday. Nov. 24, and the guest sity Graduate School. He holds
speaker for the 11 o'clock serv- an honorary doctor of divinity
ice will be Dr D E. King, degree ". from Simmons Univer
pastor of the Monumental Bop sky is Leiniaville.
Refers *Merin( the gospel
1 tast Church in Chicago.
Well-known in the Memphis ministry, Dr. King Wig a teacharea, Dr. King's subject for er at Alabama A & M College.
the morning sermon will be He has bees pastor of the

condi
who-k
in Ct

Baptist

The annudl director of
Named in this year's listing
of America's moat outstanding tinguished students has been
published sin tc 191)4 Ind
rrie
university and college students onk
the names of students
is Miss Shirle Ann Walker
daughter of Mr and Mrs whose a demi( standing ser‘
ice to the curnmunit‘. leaderLivingston Delk of Memphis
ship

Centennial Services
Will End At St. John

SA T

Vernon Baptist Church at
547 Mississippi blvd. are
members of the Good
Neighbor
Youth
Foun•
dation. Seated from left

are Mrs. Addle Wrigh t,

secretary; Dr. John Jordan, Mrs. Lillie Wheeler,
treasurer; John L. Smith,
president; Mrs. Ain Tracy, Mrs. Laura J. Bowen,
and Noah Bond. Reading,

-The Centennial in the House l Washtubs Street Baptist
Church in Patducah, Ky.; Sea
of Prayer
Ile will address the contra- Baptist Church in LotdsvMe,
gation again at the 3 p.m. pro-and Friendship Baptist Church
gram. His subject will he "Cen-tin New York City.
tennial Doxology." The public. Dr. King has traveled through
is invited to all services of 33 countries including the Soviet
Union and the Hely Land, and
'the day.
A native of LaGrange, Tenn., was a speaker it the Biptist
Dr. King was converted at an World Alliance held in Rio de
early age and baptized in the
ewe order, are William
Pine Hill Baptist Church under
Hityos, Rev. J. H. Burrell,
the pastorate of Rev. Petsy
II*. C. L. Berryhlll, titian.
Brown.
dal secretary, and Rev. •
Brought to Memphis as a siatonommemateaftwarz.,..,
J. L. Netters, vice presiyoungster, he became a memdent. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
— ber of the Mt. Vernon Baptist
Church and attended and was
graduated from Booker T.
Washington High School and Le-

Show Your
Black Pride

Moyne College.
Dr. King attended old Howe;
The Good Neighbor Youth Ages," and will feature local institute and was later gradu.t
Foundation is presenting a talent in speech and music. ated from Howard University!
program of talent and music
School of Religion with a bach.
at the Mt. Vernon Baptist Funds from the project wilt
Church on Friday night, 'Dec.' benefit charitable institutions,
A permanent committee of chairmen are Mrs. F. D. Hooks, 13. The church is
50 members from every de- planning; Mrs. Marie Jordan, 547 Mississippi blvd.located at and especially the Goodwill
MECHANICS WANTED
partment of Greater Middle library; Mrs. Evelyn Payne,
!Boys' Club at Walker and Nep• Baptist Church at 821 Lane ave. social; R. B. Hooks, Jr., screen- Plans for the program were i
OAS & DIEM
has been appointed and will ing; C. H. Jackson, finance; completed recently when offiPermanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Aid
present as its first project a Walter Moore, publicity; and cers of the Good Neighbor' Officers of the Foundation Vacation. Local truck leasing company has 'openings for Merecital by Mrs. Maude W. Scott Dr. J. E. Jordan and Noah Youth Foundation met at the are John L. Smith, president; chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
on next Sunday night, Nov. 24, W. Bond, program co-chairmen. home of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Rev. J. L. 'Netters, vice presi- Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
dent; Mrs. Lillie Wheeler,
at 7:30 p.m.
Tracy of 1,313 Kendale.
CARt CARSON LEASING CORP.
The Rev. B. L. Hooks is pas- 1
treasurer; Mrs. Addle Wright,
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IMPLOYM
The committee will sponsor tor of Greater Middle Baptist The theme of the program secretary; and Rev. C. L.
education projects designed to Church.
will be "Art Through the Berryhill, financial secretary.
enrich the cultural life of the
church and city in presenting
local and national talent. It will
raise necessary funds for a
church library and to defray all
or part of the expenses of college students of Greater Middle Baptist Church.

The widow of the late Rev.
W. P. Scott, who was pastor of
the Tree of Life Baptist Church,
McLemore, Mrs. Scott is presently a member of Mt. Nebo
Baptist church where she serves
as choir dircetor, a post she
served in at Tree of Life Baptist Church under the pastorate
of her late husband.

468-1151

A graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School, shel

'NOW... SPECIALLY PRICED!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
SAVE 10 a.m. Ill 0:30 p.m. DAILY

was a student at LeMoyne College for three years. While
there she studied wider Professor John Whitaker and sang
with the choir. She received
her bachelor of science decree
from Rust College at Holly

Springs, Miss., and has been
a teacher at the Mildred Jackson Elementary School in Arkansas for several years.

OF ALL THE ,4.MAZING STORIES YOU'VE READ ABOUT
REV.COSTONIE, WE BELIEVE OURS IS THE STRANGEST,
SAYS:
MR, NATHANIEL ALLEN
MANKATO STATE COLLEGE
MANKATO, MINNESOTA

She received extensive vocal
training under Mrs. Grazia
Barnes, a voice teacher in St.
Louis. Mo., and was a pupil
of the late Madame Florence
McCleaves. who said, "Her
voice has a rich dramatic contralto quality."

I ern a sprinter attending this
university on a scholarship. The
world record for Winters s 43•11
seconds for ti TOO. I Om only
thr•• seconds from equaling that
record. I formerly had a handicap
that was stopping roes cigarette
smoking. I started smoking at the
age of 12. Smoking and running
do not ,71 . Wa I knew this but just
couldn't stop. After I began to
lose speed, I knew something had
to be done. My mother told me to
go and see REV. COSTONIE who
had helped her wIth several prob-

Mrs. Scott has been a featured
concert singer throughout the
Mid-South area, Detroit, St.
Louis, Gary, Ind., and in cities
in the Mid-west.

PETITES 5-11
JUNIORS 7-15
• 100% Rayon Velvets
• Acetate/Rayon Crepes
• War® Metallic.
• 1 & 2 pc. Brocades

SALE1/1"

The permanent committee at
Greater Middle Baptist includes
seven sub-committees with Robert Hooks as chairman of the
Educational Department.

lems.

REV. COSTONIE prayed for me
and gave me a set of spec'el
prayers. He asked roe to smok•
one of my own brand.- I tried see
verel tines and lust couldn't
Mr. Nathaniel Allen
smoke. even the smell of tobacco
nauseated me. REV. COSTONIE alstsfissulta quickly. New I baileys
I will beat that 43.8 world record. Anyone with a Problem should
se* someone wlth o good reputation. a 'good name aim a good locos
/'flee. Wets to REV. COSTONIE at 927 Lest OA street. Chicago.
Mine,
'
60653. Or phone for an appointment at WA 4-4969. This
to truly a God-sent man.

Comp. Vat. 17.99-22.99

Sub-committees

and

their

Loyalty Month
Is Ce!ebrated
At First Baptist

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

First Baptist Church Lauderdale will culminate Loyalty
Month activities on next Sunday. Nov. 24, beginning with
the 11 o'clock sermon by the
interim minister, Dr. Charles
•Dinninumnintsm•••wisimmingum•sommowin L. Dinkins.
• Following the morning serv•
1 MINUTE AUTOMATIC
ice, dinner will be served in
the church annex. The Loyalty Month sermon will be deEffective November 29 MS
in livered at 3:30 p.m. by the
8 A./A.-6 P.M.
• Rev. W. C. Holmes, paator of
U
I• Beulah Baptist Church.
Saf rir Sea. 21.23
•
Mon*
IN
Concluding activity for the
• Set Ihise I a M to $ P M.
• day will be a reception in the
thru
• ton Opts 9 &M. se 2 P M
•
al
Friday
building.
a education
i.
Friends of First Baptist
Church Lauderdale are invitei ed to attend all activities on
3100 Summer at Baltic
als•••imuseleaseamileolmiegimes•a•aspontealli the final day of Loyalty Month.'

!CAR WASH $ 25
..
.
: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

.

Choir Robes, Polpit, Academic GOWNS
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Year Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

BHS
2411 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Berry Hospitalized
With Shoulder Kink
Edwin C. Berry, 59, e,,
tive director of the Chicago
Urban League, is being treated at Michael Reese Hospital
for a "frozen shoulder." it
was reported Tuesday.
Rerrv was admitted to the
11 ,spital Sunda,
' for treat men'
his ailing lpf1 • I
lie cr•A
I if,
•,
d
I
I
r-41114ds
Ile
spit.hi7e1 1 .111
.1

I h(

Kuril of
srrioti-

1hc

r

N

nil

'TIS THE SEASON FOR ... FESTIVE PARTIES, ELEGANT DRESSES! Find your favorite among long sleeved and sleeveless jewel tone
el vets. crepe/velvet Combinations, 1•2-pc. cotton/acetate
brocades,
mosio Choose high neck or front and back decolletage. Collars, cuffs,
necklines and hemlines lavishly trimmed with sequins, satin,fake fur.
Velvets: Berry Red, Royal Blue, Black. Others: Pink, White, Green,
. Silver. Try on a designer detailed creation, similar to the ones shown,
today at Weelco! The savings are great! 01 Jr.RRI ELLIS... WOOL('.0'S OWN BRAND)

EASTGATE
5100 PARK AVE.

Lei

in ti
rubbe

!,f
es

War
!dice
in rol

$37,00
Novel

nd

arrest

ainUa
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Bank Robbery Suspect Among 'Most Wanted' Peace
Levi Washington, a Federal,
conditional
release
violatorj
whos escaped from confinement
in Chicago and is also charged
in throe New Orleans bank
robberies, is on the FBI's list
of "Ten Most Wanted Fugi
tives."
Washington and an accomplice
allegedly
participated
in robbing throe New Orleans,
Louisiana, lisaiks of almost
$37,000 between July 14 and
November 29, 1967. FBI Agents'
and
New
Orleans
police;
arrested both armed men on:
January 27, 1968.
While awaiting trial for the

Paso

Reporter Named School Queen

Corps Recruiters

The Soul-Set reporter from is the daughter of Mr. and
New Orleans bank robberies, Alligator, Bolisar County, MisHamilton High School has been Mrs. Harold Clark of 714 Lu.
isit Tennessee Campus
Washington was transported sissippi, on June 12, 1932, he
named Miss Hamilton for the cille.
to Chicago to face prosecution is 511" tall, weighs 165 to 170
Miss Clark is a member of
NASHVILLE — Tennessee of 1968 graduates visited the year of "68-69" Patricia Clark
for an. armed robbery at a pounds, has brown eyes, black
who
writes
with
Juanita
school organizations
several
Fifer
A.
&
I. State University campus last week working as
church there in May, 1967. He hair, a medium complexion,
Debutant Society,
such
as
the
are
students
learning
escaped from a Chicago jail and a slender build
recruiters.
They
more
were
John
He has
on August 16, 1968, armed with scars under his left eye, on about Peace Corps and the W. Sims of Ft. Adams, Miss., the University. Later he was the Jr. Sophisticates, Kings and
a handgun.
world-wide and Douglas Williams of Lu- reassigned to Banso, Cameroun. Queens, the
his left cheek, behind his left opportunities for
Twelve
Year
Federal
warrants
charge ear and needle scars on both service open through it to ling, TexaS.
Mr. Williams, who was as- Club and is assistant editor of
ihrashington with bank robbery, arms. Washington is considered college graduates.
Mr, Sims, who during his signed to India, worked in com- the "Wildcat."
According to Mrs. A. G. H.
violation of the Escape and Res- a skilled artist, particularly
two-year Peace Corps service munity
development, trying "Pat." as she is called by
cue Statute and violation of the good on oil paintings of land- Sasser, Peace Corps Liaison Of- abroad was stationed in Ni- to encourage people to involve ; many of her friends, is a memficer at the University, two
terms of his conditional release Sea pes.
geria and Cameron. He taught themselves in self help proj- ber of St. John's Baptist
from a ederal institution. He He has bee.' heavily armed
at Nsukka University in the ects which they considered Church. She is also a member
has been convicted of selling, in the past, has reportedly sidered extremely dangerous. Eastern Regiors of Nigeria, the most advantageous. In his'of the Tennage Improvement
receiving and concealing nar- used disguises in
holdups, Report any information con- region that seceded from Ni- Peace Corps training he learned Club. A soulful set of wishes
cotics and of iarceny.
harbors strong
dislike
for cerning him to the nearest geria to become Biafra. The to speak Punjabi, Hindi, and . to reporter, Patricia Clark.
A Negro American, born at police officers and is con- FBI office.
civil war forced him to leave Urdu. He als ) speaks Spanish.
.
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10 TO 12 LB. AVERAGE
WITH ANY '50 PURCHASE
OR MORE FROM NOW 'TIL
CHRISTMAS!!!

FURNITURE
COMPANY

SAVE 40%
ON THIS GORGEOUS ...

ITALIAN PROVINCIAL
BEDROOM SUITE
from famous North Carolina Manufacturer
Large spacious 66" 9-Drawer Triple.Dresser and beautifully designed mirror, large spacious 5-drawer ChestOn-Chest, beautiful full-size cutout Cane Bed. All
pieces have beautiful detailed carving.

REGULAR
$650.00 VALUE!

Now Only...

Regular $995.00.
ALL 4 PIECES
NOW ONLY

Louis XIV BOMBAY
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
BEDROOM SUITE
4See Our
Beautiful
and Large
Selection
of...

PRICE!

$17.00
Per
Month

Large Triple Dresser with double mirror, large
Chest-on-Chest, Tufted Gold Full-Size Bed
and 2-drawer Commode Night Table

WIMP

'

LOUIS XIV AND XV

FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Donald's INTERIOR
DECORATING SERVICE

DINING ROOM SUITES

Call 275-1286

Your choice of beautiful Fruitwood or
Antique White and Gold Finish.

Mrs. H. Nomi Neal
Appointments anywhere in the Mid-South Area.
Beautiful Homes Furnished all over the Mid-South.

NOW in STOCK
and on SALE!

exciting this masterful Louis XIV Living Room
Furniture. Straight from Italy. Many elaborate
pieces to select from.

So

NOW IN STOOK AND ON SALE!
DONALD'S HOLIDAY SPECIAL

,
ITALIAN by THOMASVILLE

FREE TURKEY

Exclusively DONALD'S in Memphis!

WITH ANY $50. PURCHASE OR MORE'

NOW IN STOCK AND ON SALE

DONALD'S FURNITURE STOREA,Rizin'

DONALD'S CROSSTOWN

4- 05 North Cleveland Street
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WASHINGTON — Between periods and sessions
of gloom and calendar watching, the current discussions here are who will replace whom and who will
leave when. Look for Sam Jackson to emerge on the
District scene here. Sam, once a commissioner witft
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commissio.,,
become its new chairman replacing Democrat Cliff
Alexander. Or Sam might conceivably remain in private industry where he is and operate from behind
the scenes. Intimates say, however, that Sam wants
the privilege of going back to the Commligaion in the
top spot in order to do some of the things he wanted
to do while there ... If Ed Brooke wants to leave the
Senate he can take over HEW as Secretary. One of
the personalities behind tha scenes will be Bill Walker, Cleveland publisher, who has been advising right
down the line . . . Ntxon is expected to deal forthrightly with a number of Brothers, and because GOP
blacks are so few, he will be forced to reach for some
black Democrats.
BACKDOOR STUFF: Just because Carl Stokes
brother won an Ohio victory and is headed for the
House doesn't mean that Carl's political bed is any
easier in Cleveland. His enemies are putting out great
rtreams of hate literature which played an important part in Carl's decision to name a new white police chief and not the black he had planned ... There
may be a summit meeting of Democrat bigwigs before
the end of the year and the new regime moves into
town. Demo Committee staffers are looking forward
to rebuilding the party with the Brother "inside"
all the way. They are pointing to the vote to prove
that "Vote power" is still the important factor in the
rights struggle. In surveying the national picture,
figures show that Negroes voted more strongly for
HHH and against Dick Nixon than they did for LBJ
over Barry Godwater . . . Look for another fight
against Adam Clayton Powell. The House, dispite its
new faces, are dead set against giving him his seat.
This could be be another bloody one.
NOTES FROM WITHIN: Mrs. Shirley Chisholm
comes down here next year as the first Negro woman
member of Congress. A real firebrand, Mrs. Chisholm
arrives with impressive credentials. She was an active
member of the New York Assembly and is personally,
a vibrant personality. In winning the seat, she defeated another firebrand, James Fanner, former executive of CORE. who left that organization to teach.
Farmer ran on the Republican ticket and like a number of CORE persons around the country who followed the GOP line, he went down to defeat. There is already some talk in Republican circles that would enlist Farmer for some post under the Nixon-Agnew administration. This is not likely for James Meredith,
although the Mississippian toured the country beating the drums for the GOP ticket and predicting,
wrongfully however, that Negroes would vote light.
Meredith will be shunted aside for personal reasons
and even the closest Republican won't discuss them
publicly.
TICKER TAPE, USA: Look for a diminishing of
militant activity in the future. Reason: The money
will start to dry up. A lot of the BP boys were being
funded by reactionary whiteS who wanted to keep the
civil pots boiling as candidates played the "law and
order" theme. Now that the election is over, Whitey
will cut off that dough and the militants will go back
to other less flamboyant occupations ... At the last
minute, a group of BP boys bought radio spots on
black stations around the country urging the Brother
not to vote. The interesting part of this was that the
boys went "south" with most of the dough and consequently the spots were few and far between
White persons who voted for the GOP to secure "law
and order" will find the office of the President virtually powerless to do anything about this issue. An
Aide of Nixon said as much on a CBS owned radio
station one day last week . . . The big question here
is where will Clarence Townes fit into the new setup?
RIBBON LEAVINGS: When Missouri's new Senator comes to
George Draper now at EEOC
could be joining him. George, we are told, was a longtime friend and associate of Tom Eagleton out in
Missouri. Eagleton named him the first Negro trial
lawyer when he was District Attorney in St. Louis and
George also went to Jefferson City with hint when
Eagleton became Attorney-General. The two are close
personal friends and there is a mutual respect . . • •
Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young issued timely statements after the election. Each knows that although
they were both "tight" with the Democrats, the GOP
can't ignore them.

cide to sit hard and long on any request
s
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from the black community.
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It would be wise for Mayor Hatcher
•.•
::;
•
to ponder carefully on the identity of
the black men to whom the invitation
for this "summit" meeting should go.
Far too often old and ultra conservative
civil rights leaders have trekked to the
White House only to say "Yes, Sah boss"
to the President. Time and again they
have come away from the Big House
smiling but empty handed. As a matter
of fact, these battle-fatigue leaders have
neither political nor moral influence
MY VIEW
with the black masses. Their conservatism is largely responsible for their ineffective leadership.
It is a conservatism not too far removed from the hat-in-hand, Uncle
Tomism of the slave-master relations of
' force any uprising in our cities without
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
the plantation days. This type of leaseeking to remove the causes? Will he
dership is unrepresentative and has long
He made compromises to satisfy the unite the country by turning over feHowever, both from the point of ago outlived its usefulness, if indeed it
South. Though he lost the five Southern deral money to the states without strings
vtew of psychological expediency and was ever useful.
states, he took all the rest. Humphrey
tactical maneuvering, the initiative for
since he is an advocate of States Rights?
There arebright, young black men
state
such a pow-wow should be left to the who wield political power, who are fear- did not carry a single Southern
Will he unite the country by appointing
President-elect. For all we know Mr. less and independent. Men like Mayor despite the fact that it was one of the only conservative men to his cabinet and
Nixon might think it politically wise to Hatcher himself, Mayor Stokes of Cleve- closet elections in history. One fact is to other offices? Will he unite the counclear: Mr. Nixon try packing the Supreme Court with
listen with austere courtesy to the sug- land, James Farmer, Judge Parsons and
gestions by black leaders without com- some of the militant, outspoken Negro
does not have a conservative judges who will attempt to
mitting himself beyoind a promise of publishers should make up the comclear mandate undo some of the progressive decisions
consideration of the views and proposals position of the leaders invited to the
the Warren Court has made? Will he
from the people to unite the country by naming as head of
presented to him.
conference with President-elect Nixon.
disregard the the Civil Rights Division one who does
Since the Negro vote by-passed him,
This is a new day. And it calls for
Mr. Nixon may feel that he is under no a new and more independent leadership.
wishes of virtual- not believe in Civil Rights for Negroes?
moral compunction or political mandate This leadership must be selfless, and
I am surprised to hear people say
ly half of the votto accommodate the wishes of Negro completely dedicated to the cause of
it doesn't make any difference who is,
ers of the coun- president: he can't do much anyway.
leaders, however timely or judicious de- black people and not to the financial admands might be. Since he won the elec- vancement of social organizations tied
try who voted for The President has appointive powers and
tion without the black vote, he may de- to the coattails of white philantropists.
the men he appoints to office can deterHumphrey. I hope
mine the course of history in this counMr. Nixon under-1 try for a century. Don't say these things
stands this. He cannot happen. They happened in 1877.
says he will unite The decision made in the Hayes-Tilden
Benjamin Mays
I
hope
he will. But this Compromise set the course of events for
country.
the
war policy. It almost a hundred years. Disfranchisedivided
on
our
In a recent issue of the illustrious honored prerogatives." There is no ques- country is
meant
by law and ment, segregation, brutality and lynchdivided on what is
New York Times Magazine there appear- tion but that the Supreme Court has al- is
divided on the question of ings, all followed in the wake of this
ed an incisive criticism of the U.S. Su- ways dreaded being transmuted into order. It is
decisions of the Supreme Court in compromise.
preme Court by Lewis M. Steel, associate an instrument for social change. Many the
It is up to Nixon to unite the counCivil Rights; on what to do
counsel of the National Association for have been the polemics swirling about the field of
try.
I hope he will try to unite it by
crises, jobs for the unemthe Advancement of Colored People. The the court. At the heart of them is the about urban
housing, and on whether the being President of all the people and
writer took a sombre view of the court's recognition that the real meaning of ployed,
Department of Health, Education and not of a special group. The concern I
orientation on the manifold cases in the high tribunal is to be found in the
Welfare will have the right to withhold expressed about Mr. Nixon before he
which the racial question was at issue. political rather than the legal realm,
money from Southern school boards that was elected I still have. He has shown
An unwholesome, shockingly adverse and that its concern is more significantly
do not follow the guidelines in desegre- little compassion for Negroes and for
reaction followed the publication of the with power politics than with judicial'
'Ithe poor generally. Let us hope he will
gating schools.
article, which bore the impressively de- technology.
Will Mr. Nixon unite the country fool us. Truman did more than many
scriptive title, "Nine Men in Black Who
That was the basis of its action
by spending more money to get to the of us expected. Associate Justice Black
Think White." The board of the NAACP when, as the Steel article eminently unmoon, to keep ahead of Russia in the fooled all of us. There are many people
directors promptly relieved Steel of his derlined, the court opened the door for
arms race, and less money to abolish in this country who do ,not have faith
the passage of Jim Crow legislation by
position as associate counsel.
hunger and malnutrition? Will he unite in the man. Now that he is President,
Steel's barbs were penetrating and striking down the public accommodations
the country by appointing a new Attor- let us pray that he will turn out to be
sharp, perhaps too caustic for the sections of the 1865 civil rights act
ney General who will put down with a truly great President.
NAACP's antediluvian board of directors which forbade racial discrimination in
with a monolithic conception of their inns, public conveyances, theatres, and
mission. Steel, however, as far as can be other places of public amusement.
Again in the celebrated Plessy vs.
determined, violated no professional
canons of ethics and certainly no esta- Ferguson case of 1896 which established
blished NAACP policy in which the the separate but equal doctrine, the
court endorsed what Steel correctly called
court is held in a sacrosanct aura.
Some of Steel's strictures are not a "quasi-slave caste system." We agree
) the berserk, crazed people such blocks or other implements on
only brilliant and forthright, but repre- with him that such decisions had no ef- Dear Editor:
addiction makes them become.qop of one another as an inAmermovement
in
black
The
sent legal insight of uncommon clarity fect on a totally segregated society.
d Ifant, is that by a slight touch
The
e Indians al.so waste
'the structure they are building EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are your advantage to switch to
and depth. And there is no cavity in his
"In 1954, the Court was in position ica seems not to have learued
any lessons at all from the themselves on little tribal wars e5 be damaged, but to pile authoritative answers by the ithe VA pension program. While
logic. He said that never has the court to serve notice on the American people'
history of the deimation of the against other Indians, like the blocks or implements up Veterans
Administration
to pension rates and income lim"Indicated that it is committed to a that equality was an absolute right of Indian in America who vaily blacks are now fighting each high enough to be statuesquely some of the many current its
will change on Jan. 1, 1069.
society based upon principles of absolute all citizens, that this right came before fought the same set at white other such as the instances of significient, this must be done questions from former service- keep in mind that the monthly
men
and
a
re
th
.
mst
ucahkinm
gocre
their families. Fur- compensation rate for service.
SshNLClingandattheeaBehlackothPearnthaenrds wiItth ipsain
equality." This assesamest needs no de all other rights and that its further sub- American racists.
e job of ther information on veterans connected disabilities will also
fense, it is gospel truth.
version could not be tolerated." The The Indian, too, used mainly the more recent incident in the black man to search out benefits may be obtained at
be raised OR Jan. 1. Your 30
He went on: "A re-evaluation of the court didn't. There is an old legal phrase: fire and sticks and stones to Boston where the black revolu- and identify the white man' any VA office
per cent compensation rate will
recieve 30 per cent go up from 164)to
role of the United Supreme Court dis- "Res Ipso Loquitor" — the thing speaks fight with, except for when he tionaries s h ot and killed who can be proven as an indi$65 a month.
disability compensation from
was able to purchase a few blacks who were trying to get vidual to be throwing impedi-,
Q
I am drawing Social
closes that it has struck down only the for itself.
the
Veterans Administration.
Security. Am I also entitled to
guns or other ammunition, businesses started under the co- meets or barriers in the path However,
I will soon be 65 a
symbols of racism while condoning or
The NAACP board considers Steel's from the opponent with whom Don NEGRO.
of black men to full dignity
pension from VA! My husand
retired.
Can
I
waive my band was a World War I vetoverlooking the ingrained practices which critical observations as injurious to its he was engaged in fighting, We've got to stop burning up than it is to jealously charge
disability
and eran. I have no dependents
our own communities and mak_. with so little confidence that come undercompensation
have meant the survival of white supre- objectives and commitments. Such rea- the white man
the VA pension A — Yoe may
another black man slightly suebe If your invulnerable
ourselves
to
the
ing
macy ..
soning evidences an irreversible sickness The Indians also got dizzy
mufti has done 90 because program if it is to my fi- come is not Imre than $INN a
from firewater which whites white WI MVP urban renewal'
nancial
advantage to do so/
"The court has time and again taken which the directors of the organization filled them with, causing programs. We've got to respect he is prone to betray his own A
year. Your Vt pension eligibi— In a word, yes. How
race.
lity is based upon an Income,
and
build
up
we
ourselves
what
the position that racial equality should should recognise and as a result, prompt- the Indians to make bad judgeewer, you should cheek
with net Jest Social Security. Visit
the white man, not the VA
regional office where or write
be subordinated to — or at least balanced ly make way for younger men more in meats, just like narcotics is have. Its easy to tear down. Fight
your nearest Veterans
man.
black
up.
the
hard
to
build
but
driving black youth dv destroy
your records are on file and
against — white America's fear of rapid concert with the trends of the time.
Administration office for inRUBY B,ARNETT.
themselves, their own corn- The first lesson any child in
ask for assistance in
deter-,formation and assistance in
change, which would threaten its timeBoston. Mass.
munities and generally act like; the world learns when he piles
mining whether it will
Mayor Richard G. Hatcher of Gary
suggests that President-elect Richard
M. Nixon meet with responsible Negro
leaders presumably to chart the course
the new Administration should follow
with respect to the unmet crises of the
black citizenry. The suggestion has merits. For, if re-unification of the country
is Mr. Nixon's overriding objective the
place to begin is with the Negro people
whose disenchantment forms the core of
the continuing domestic rebellions.
Such a meeting would not only clear
the path for a new, constructive approach to the racial dilemma, but would
allay present fear that the Nixon Admtnistration may try to appease the
Seuth and its backlash by nibbling at
sue of the substantial gains made by
3egroes under successive Democratic

Administrations.

NAACP's Shocking Action

It Is Up To Mr. Nixon

Th
e Veteran's Corner

be to'applying for a pension.
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Patronize Tri-State Magicians Will Open Basketball
Defender Advertisers Season Nov. 30 With Morehouse

When LeMoyne-Ovsen College Nov. 30, here in Bruce Hall, picking a starting five from
Johnson seven standout performers.
opens its basketbafl season head coach Jerry
against Morehouse of Atlanta, will have the tough task of
Johnson, who is in his 11th
—
- year at the college, will find
himself selecting the starters
from Willie Taylor, 6-8 senior
center and rebound artist from
Byhalia, Miss.; William Megsett, 5-11 senior guard from
New York City who was captain last year, play-maker and
high scorer; Jackie Robinson,
6-3 junior forward who starred
Mk LIAM 11•074111
at Hamilton High; Edward
MIRES ?MIL
Hosians, a versatile 6-5 sopho60.1
mote from Owen Junior ColCRITICS CHICI.
AWM11 PLA
lege and a former standout at'
Melrose High: Herbert Carter,,
a sharp-shooting 6-2 sophomorel
guard from Montgomery, Ala.;:
Jerry Dover, a tricky 5-7 sophomore guard from Owen who'
cut his teeth at Melrose; and
Jobp Blair, 6-5 sophomore
center from Montgomery who
stands out as a marksman and
rebounder.
• The coach will be able to
,draw from seven other memben of the squad, including two
seniors. Samuel Bachelor, 6-3
forward froth Cincinnati and
Willie Parks, 5-10 guard from
oodstock, and a junior, LeRoy
LeFlore, 6-2 guard from
Carthage, Miss.
Your freshmen are on the
etinad, Larry Crawford, 6-4
center, and Melvin Tuggle, 6feet guard, both from Capleville; T. W. Hayslett, 6-3 forward from Manassas High, and
Zeb Thomas, 6-2 forward from
Philadelphia, Pa.
merger
LeMoyne-Owen, a
of LeMoyne College and Owen
Junior College last summer,
Is making its last stand in the
16-member S o uthern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
A member of the SIAC since
"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
•1930, the Memphis college joined the Volunteer State Athletic
All types.olcleaning.
Conference last month. The
Magicians will play out their
1968-69 SIAC schedule, however.
Twelve of the Magicians',
21 games are with SIAC1
members, including the opener'
• JIMMIE BEAIRD
er
•JAMES HILL
Morehouse. LeMoynewith
ALL•WONIC GUARANTEED
Owen will play one Volunteer ,
State member, CBC, wtice.
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Tanta Grant

SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
. .
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding salesmen, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!
New

Cars! Used Cars!
Trucks,too?

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning and power options
Low mileage and under
*arra-ay.

,Impala and Caprice Hadtops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Great bays here!

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

Easy to say. Hard to prove.
Unless you taste it. Then it's pretty
obvious that Seagram's 7 Crown is
ahead of the rest. In smoothness.
And lightness. And, of course,
popularity, too.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

Your

It... /4-30ei

Ticket Prices
Tues, Wed, Thurs, Sun. . . .$2.50
. .$3.00 f,
Friday
$3 50
:Saturday

conci
e.

RESERVATIONS 321-1059

.:401SSINVIMUSIENOMMINKEMi

SPACE
HOUSE
CLEANING

Floor Cleaneff Waxed $5.00 up-

Seagram Distillers Company, New York City, Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof.0% Grain Neutral Spirits.

2744114

QUALITY STAMPS TO SAVE YOU MORE"
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NEW! DEEP BASTED

TuRiily 43
A NEW PERFECTION OF JUICINESS
owiwotrilowirftworw

A TEAM FOR PROGRESS

"There Is A Difference
LOEB'S
CHIC'N
TENNESSEE FRIED

7AKE n EASY

— TAO

When Understanding
Cooperation
And Self Help

MERGE IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
*****************

"So We Salute"
CHARLES MONGER

The Elite
HEADQUARTERS FOR LOEB'S BAR-B-Q
AND CHIC'N
560 South Parkway (E)
IA

mu interested in the

SWIFT'S PREMIUM LONG ISLAND DUCKLINGS

ALMOST MILESS ROSTON BUTT SHOULDER LEAN

(Helder if a NSW fraichise fir A new Basialss)

ev

'PRIME TURKEYL35c,.
BAKING HENSLB 45c
FANCY DUCKSLB-590
PORK ROAST LB.49c
.5 TO 7LI AVG. MEATY U.S. GRADE 'A' INSPECTED

1413°4

THANKS TO WILLIAM

MOGEN-16 TO 20 LB. AVG. BROADBREASTED U.S. GRADE 'A'

BILL" LOEB

black community)
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4!pm.

HOURS: Full Week's Prices

30 a.m. to 9 p.m F.,,t 4 D a y
6.00 a.m. *4:1 tip.m. Fre and Sat.

(Lamar anci Air ways)

'Poplar Plaza Shopping Center)
(Lamar and Pendleton)
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STORE

"6o and check Mr. Monger"

ONE IS NEAR YOU!
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Old Taylor Presents:IngeniousAmericans
Charles Richard Drew 0905-1950

r-

Emergency. Someone needs
massive blood transfusions immediately. The doctor makes one
simple phone call, and in minutes
the proper type is delivered,enough
of it to save a life. Every day,in virtually every country of the world,
blood banks perform their lifesaving service.
We take blood banks for
granted today, but less than 30
years ago this one simple phone call
was impossible. It was not until
1941 that Dr. Charles Drew, then
director of the British Blood
Plasma Project,introduced the revolutionary idea of a central depository for blood.
Drew's next step was to
improve the methods of preserving
blood.And as the first director of the
American Red Cross Blood Bank,
he supplied much-needed plasma to
the United States Armed Forces.

But it was not only through the
banking of blood that Dr. Drew
made his mark. In the 1930s, as a
professor and head of surgery at
Howard University medical school,

Dr. Drew trained and encouraged
hundreds of young doctors. Under
his strong leadership, the enrollment at Howard swelled.
Shortly after the war,Dr.Drew

was named surgical consultant for
the United States Army. Then, a
year later, his brilliant career was
brought to an abrupt halt. He was
killed in an auto crash.
Although he died young, Dr.
Drew left an enduring mark in
many fields. He had been an outstanding athlete and coach, a magnetic speaker,an inspired teacher,a
dynamic administrator,a gifted scientist and a skilled surgeon.
But, most of all, Dr. Charles
Drew will be remembered as the
Ingenious American who started
the most important bank in history.
Would you like to own this
handsome sculptured bust of Dr.
Charles Richard Drew? It's 8" tall,
made of antique bronze cast stone,
and carries the complete Drew story.
It costs $5.00(which is what it costs
us). Send check or money order to:
Old Taylor,Box 4865S,Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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Elks Will Present 30th
Annual Blues Bowl Game

Roy Wilkins Supported
By Local NAACP Branch

for the
Following the publication of however, we feel that you arej South Side High School will missioner of Education
the
Catholic
during
Byrnes
Bishop
that
face
said
IBOEW.
Newspaper articles criticizing the one man who can best
Roy Wilkins, national execu- provide the leadership during. High School at Crump Stadium 43 year existence of the Eduannual Blues
in the 30th
tive director of the NAACP, this period ahead.
Department, more than
Bowl Game sponsored by the cation
the president of the Memphis! "We
urge
to ignore the Beale Street Elks_
for scholarships.
raised
been
branch of the NAACP, Jesse
criticism of a few of our mempersons who
those
Among
H. Turner. sent Mr. Wilkins!, bers and to continue
will
Proceeds from the game
to serve
the following telegram:
Elk scholon
Christmas
college
provide
went
to
help
to
our oeuule and nati •
"The executive committee of
baskets for the needy.
Dr. Marlate
the
were
arships
"To back up our words
the Memphis Branch voted
On the eve of Christmas. tin Luther King, Jr., CORE's
with
deeds,
i.e
pledge
to
inunanimously to express its
some 14 city trucks will be James Farmer, Federal Diswholehearted Lupport of you crease the membership of our
loaded with baskets of about
and your service as the execu- local branch to 10,000 members
trict Judge Constance Motley,
tive director of the NAACP. by December 31, which will 30 pounds of food, with a ham
Vel Phillips, a member
Your w i s doin, experience, represent an increase of 33 in each basket, and delivered and
Milwaukee City Council.
the
to
the
city's
of
most
needy
famicourage and foresight have per cent over 1967," the teleMore than 15 students from
lies.
been of inestimable value gram concluded.
have gone
during the past. The demands ' The criticism of Mr. Wilkins Some of the money will go the Memphis area
Scholarships,
of the future will be greater, was reported17.• made by some for the Elks Scholarship Fund. to college on Elk
NAACP branch presidents. George W. Lee, Grand Com- CoL Lee reported

MACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.

hackle Moore, Prop.

PRIZE WINNING MOTHERS — Seen here with
Miss Velma Lois Jone s,

Southeastern regional director of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, are mothers

of three prizewinning babies in the recent contest.
From left ale Mrs. Ernest

Cole, Miss Jones, Mi.
Daniel Ward and Mrs. Louis Thornton. (Withers Phis.
to)

Miss Karen Yvonne Allen of
Capleville High School was
chosen as Miss Capleville High
School. She resides with her
Recently Alpha Kappa Alpha gave of his services, time, and service organization. was found- cide with this seven - point parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Sorority's Memphis Alumnae fashions to
make
Fashion ed at Howard University in program," said Mrs. Samuel Allen Sr., at 4971 Malone Road.
presented
Chapter
Fashion Marathon - '68 the exciting and Washington. D. C. in 1908. Chambers, vice-president and She is 16 years of age and in
11th grade. Her hobbies
Marathon - '68, it's annual st•ccessful affair that it was." "Our sorority," said Mrs. projects c ha i r m a n. Miss the
are dancing, sewing, cooking,
M a rdis, "operates
Magic World of Fashions. Pro- Mr. Lewis made a personal William
point program Velma Lois Jones pointed out and reading. Around campus
ceeds of the show benefited contribution of S200.00 to the on a sevenin part, that "whether the project is she is a member of the senior
emphasizes,
A\
lech
the sorority's scholarship fund scholarship fund.
rights,
career
human
develop- the Magic World of Fashions band, science and math club,
which has been a major proj- Mrs. Otha Peebles, Julius
Or
volunteer Services, our secretary of her homeroom
opportunity
economic
and
ment
ect of the alumnae chapter Lewis' fashion consultant for
ice-president of
dissemination of information ultimate aim is service to the class and
Fashion Marathon - '68, showed
since 1937.
about the contrinition of black community. Miss Jones is a the student council. Her amgreat
skill in selecting fashions
Mrs. Allen Hammond, genpeople to the life of this country past president and presently bition is to become a laberal chairman of the annual thit the models enjoyed show- find to the world." Mrs. Mardis the director of the sorority's oratory technician or profesevent. said, "Our sorority is ing to the enthusiastic audience. is president of the Memphis southeastern region.
sional model.
deeply indebted to Mr. Jack li;nha Kappa Alpha Sorority cha :ter.
Mrs. Frank E. Delk Jr. is
i n ternational
Lewis of Julius Lewis who an
non-profit "The projects of the alumnae the sorority's publicity direcchapter for the most part, coin

Fender Body Work
Painting

Community Service In Sorority's Goal
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24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
PHONE 516 - 1154

RES. PHONE 351 — 3134

911,niedi

GREAT
SCOTCH!
HIS

I
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i- AST-5014 popu^,.. At Mender
MIDTOWN -1620 NIADLSOL;
PILSBURY
plain or self-rising

BEElt
ctn of 612 oz can
2 ctn Limit

FLOUR
984 • 5 bag 434

HAWAIIAN RED
According to San Francisco police, when they stopped this
truck, seven Negroes jumped out of it shooting. Three Policemen were wounded in the clash. Police claimed this
truck fit the description of a vehicle used in a gas station
robbery.

Sell?

You're right...
it's light!

MARTHA WHITE

PUNCH
ez can 250

OCEAN SPRAY

NAPKINS

CRANBERRY
SAUCE 2 limit

•-aki
e

Vat

Inn OM IMP

WELCOME
NEWCOMERS!Use this coupon to let us know you're here
Name
Phone
City
O Please have the Welcome Wagon HostesS CON on ma
O I would like to subscribe to
O I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept

TURKEYS

HINES
16 ez
cans

'BLOM 2for25t

We've no red
carpet to roll out:
no brass band to
serenade you. BA
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facilities, shopping,
Information And
all the other thinas
you'll want to know
about your new borne town.
A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts u well.
It's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.

USDA Grade "A"
TOMs 16 Ibs anti up

lb 294

LIMA
BEANS

JUST
ARRIVED?

CHUCIC ROAST
lb 794

via lc

PERT

ROSENDAlf GREEN

1

US CHOICE BONELESS

CORN MEAL
MIX
5 lb bag

200 Count Pkg

10 AND 56 PROOF 100",; SILLNDFD S7OTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR BOSTON
DISTILLER Mt.. BOSTON. MASS.

YouCant

itETOIUP
26 oz 811. 3 Limit

FRED MONTESI

'With coupon and $5.00 adcatten2' purchase. •xcluding
valu• of coupon merchandls• (frisk milk pasio.l. end
Noktpcc• also •xcludird in canalianc• with stets Jew).
.Coupon oxpires Vledn•sdoy noon, NOV. 27, 1961.
ONE
coupon per family p•r

FRED

SLICED, =SHED, CHUNKS

PINEAPPLES-

Tri-State DEFENDER

0
6
I.

9

3 for $11.00

halves er slices
3 Limit
29 sr cans

You can earn $10,000 or more your
first year representing the fastestgrowing manufacturer in the Negrohair care market!
Move in...Move up! Represent the fastest
growing manufacturer of nationally advertised
products for the Negro hair care market.
Up to $9,000 guaranteed salary your first
year... plus incentive pay and full fringe
benefit programl
Travel involved. Car desirable but not
required. All working expenses paid. Ambition
and career-mindedness more important than
previous selling experience.
Send letter and/or resume before
November 25th to: OPPORTUNITY,BOX TSD-10
An equal opportunity employer.
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